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INSTRUCTIONS:
SECTION A READING 16 MARKS
SECTION B WRITING 24MARKS
SECTION C GRAMMAR 16MARKS
SECTION C LITERATURE 24MARKS
1.Attempt all the questions in a neat and legible handwriting.

2.The answers must be carefully numbered and written on the answer sheet.

3.Follow the instructions and strictly adhere to the word limit.

SECTION-A READING (16M)

Q.1 Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: (2X5=10m)

1. An extreme sport is a popular term for certain activities perceived as having a high level
of inherent danger. These activities often involve speed, height, a high level of physical
exertion and highly specialized gear. It gained popularity in the 1990s when it was picked
up by marketing companies to promote the X Games.

2. There are several characteristics common to most extreme sports. Extreme sports tend to
be more solitary than traditional sports. In the beginning, extreme athletes tend to work
on their craft without the guidance of a coach though some may hire a coach later.

3. Athletes in these activities compete not only against other athletes, but also against
environmental obstacles and challenges. These environmental variables are related to the
frequently changing weather and terrain. These include wind, snow, water and mountains.
Because these natural phenomena cannot be controlled, they inevitably affect the
outcome of the given activity or event.

4. Limbo-skating is an extreme sport which involves roller skating under cars. It requires
the flexibility, strength and balance of a gymnast. Cliff diving, another extreme sport, is
defined as the act of diving into water from a high cliff. Braving the rough rocks, divers
take a plunge in the hard-hitting water beneath, to experience a thrill to last for a lifetime.
Usually an illegal sport, train surfing involves riders climbing or "surfing" on the outside
of a moving train. The practice is a serious issue in South Africa, where many young
people have been killed or injured.



Answer the following questions

a. Why are extreme sports activities perceived as dangerous? 2m
b. How do beginners in extreme sports work on their craft? 2m
c. How do environmental variables affect the outcome of any activity or event? 2m
d. Describe various requirements of Limbo-skating. 2m
e. Find words from the passage that mean the same as the following:

(a) Barrier (para3) 1m
(b) Plasticity (para4) 1m

Q.2 Read the poem carefully and answer the questions. (6)

Her arms across her breast she laid;
She was fairer than words can say:
Bare-footed came the beggar-maid.
Before the king Copetua.
In robe and crown the king stepped down,
To meet and greet her, on her way,
‘It’s no wonder’ said the lords,
‘She is more beautiful than day’.
As shines the moon in clouded skies,
She in her poor attire was seen:
One praised her ankles, one her eyes,
One her dark hair and lovely smile,
So sweet a face, such angel grace
In all that land had never been
The king swore a royal oath
‘This beggar-maid shall be my queen!

On the basis of your reading of the poem answer the following questions:

(a) Why did the king step down?
(b) ‘King’s going down does not surprise the lords’. Explain why?
(c) What did the king decide to do?
(d) Describe the lady in your words.
(e) Give a suitable title to the poem.
(f) Name a celestial body the lady is compared to……….
(g) Find a phrase from the poem which means the same as ‘regal promise’.

SECTION-B WRITING 24 MARKS

Q.3 Trees are very essential for a healthy and happy life on earth. Write a paragraph in about
120 words on the topic “Each one, plant one.” Take help of the hints given below:

5m
 Trees are essential for life on earth---oxygen, fruits, wood, rubber, medicine etc.
 Trees diminishing in number--- deforestation for using land, making furniture.



 Afforestation i.e. planting of trees required.
 before cutting, each one should plant a tree.

Q.4 You are Anand/Anantinee, Secretary of the Eco Club of Paul George, Alaknanda which
is organizing an event on the topic “Road safety”. Draft a suitable notice in not more than
50 words. 5m

Q.5 Imagine that you have decided to visit Dehradun. Prepare an itinerary of 3 days for your
Dehradun trip. 6m

Q.6 You are Aarav/Anya, a resident of B-53, Kalka ji, New Delhi-110019. Recently you
visited a hill station where you saw amazing winter landscape and simple life of the
people. Write an informal letter to your friend describing to him/her the beauty of the hill
station 8m
Take help of the hints given below:

 The place you visited.
 Description of the landscape.
 Describe the activities.
 Life of the people

SECTION-C GRAMMAR 16 MARKS

Q.7 Underline the adjectives and state their kinds. 4m
a) Solomon was a wise king.
b) Each boy was given a prize.
c) There are several pictures in this book.
d) I have bought six eggs

Q.8 Fill up the blanks with appropriate Pronouns. 4m

My father told my mother, “I want __________to take these jewels and put ________in a
box. When _______have done that, come and see________ and _______will tell
________why ______wanted you to keep ________in that box”.

Q.9 Complete the following sentences using the appropriate form of the adjective given
in the bracket. 4m

a) Russia is the____________ country in the world. (big)
b) Take the ____________of the two routes. (short)
c) My brother’s handwriting is ___________ mine. (bad)
d) I am ____________ in cricket than in football.(interest)

Q.10 Do as directed. 4m
a) I didn’t lock the door? _______(add question tag)
b) Nobody knows about my secret. (add question tag)
c) Ship/violently/ the storm/ rocked/ the. (form a meaningful sentence)
d) Parts/ many/ coffee/ popular/ in/ world/ the/ is/ very/ of. (form a meaningful sentence)



SECTION-D LITERATURE 24 MARK

Q.11 Read the given extract and answer the questions that follow: 8m

A. “And no alligator could ever be straighter

Than lizards that live in a creek.

But a camel’s all lumpy

And bumpy and humpy

Any shape is okay for me.”

a. Name the poem and the poet. 1m

b. Why does the camel compare itself to an alligator and a lizard? 1m

c. What is the camel complaining about in the above stanza? 2m

B. “My soul is awakened, my spirit is soaring

and carried aloft on the wings of the breeze

for above and around me the wild wind is roaring

arousing to rapture the earth and the seas.”

a. Name the poem and the poet. 1m

b. What is the impact of the scene on the poetess? 1m

c. Describe two poetic devices used in the above stanza? 2m

Q.12 Answer the following questions in about 30-40 words each. (3x4=12M)

a) Sam and Bill were kidnappers and they kidnapped a young boy, but why does it seem as
if they were more desperate than the boy”? (The Ransom of Red Chief)

b) Why were the Bashkirs cheering Pahom? How did it affect him?? (How Much Land Does
a Man Need?)

c) How does the poet describe the eagle in the poem? Give examples to support your answer.
(The Eagle)

d) Describe your favourite character from the lesson “Merry Christmas” Give reasons to
support your answer.

Q.13 Imagine yourself as Billy of the poem ‘Billy Rabbit to Mary’ and highlight the right to
freedom for every living being. Write a diary entry in about 80-100 words about a
difficult situation that you come across where you needed to make a decision and what
helped you to make that decision. Give reasons for your answer (Billy Rabbit to Mary)

4m




